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FLOORING
Get the look with  

in-situ terrazzo flooring,  
from $605/sqm, Terrazzo 

Australian Marble. 

{HOMES}

INSPIRED BY MID-CENTURY DESIGN, A HOBART COUPLE 
HAVE FASHIONED A FORWARD-THINKING HOME THAT 
WOULD MAKE MAD MEN’S DON DRAPER PROUD
STORY JACKIE BRYGEL  STYLING ALANA LANGAN   
PHOTOGRAPHY ANNETTE O’BRIEN

A NEW

vintage

BACK TO THE FUTURE Owners Jane and Drew’s seven-year-old 
daughter, Stella, loves to hang out in the TV/rumpus room of the 
family’s Hobart home (opposite) and relax on a Grant Featherston 
‘Contour’ armchair and footstool from Gordon Mather Industries.  
“We thought we’d splash out on it as it’s something we hope to have 
forever,” says Jane. A palm-tree ‘Rocket’ floor lamp from Retro Print 
Revival adds colour along with a General Eclectic wire side table from 
Funky Homes. In the dining room (this page), above a ‘Modern Sixties’ 
American walnut table from Curious Grace, a replica ‘Spillray’ pendant 
from Da Voluce Lighting Studio casts a glow. Replica Hans J Wegner 
chairs (for similar, try Living Styles) and a bar trolley from West Elm 
blend in, as does a ‘Picon’ Art Deco poster from Home & Abode. 
Terrazzo flooring was an inspired choice for the main living areas. “It’s 
easy to keep clean and we put in underfloor heating, which is wonderful 
in often-chilly Hobart,” says Jane. The original Murano bowl on the 
table was sourced from Smith Street Bazaar in Melbourne’s Fitzroy. >
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RUG
Cowhide rug in  
Dark Tri Colour,  

$695/260cm x 220cm,  
Matt Blatt.

For almost as long as Jane can remember, her love affair 
with mid-century design had blossomed – until, finally, 
she was head over heels with its embrace of natural light, 
graphic patterns, organic shapes and the boldest of hues.

Thankfully, Jane’s husband Drew, a builder, had also 
become enamoured with the ground-breaking modernist era along 
the way. So when they renovated their 1950s home in the heart of 
Hobart, no deliberation was required. The couple, who run Drew 
Moore Constructions, would restore the run-down sandstone abode 
to its once-glorious roots – but with a contemporary twist ideal for 
family life with their son, Oliver, 10, and daughter, Stella, seven. 

“I really wanted the home to ooze that perfect amount of ’50s and 
’60s style with a distinct Mad Men flavour, yet feel present-day at 
the same time,” says Jane, whose gorgeous bedroom was a finalist 
in Home Beautiful’s 50 Beautiful Rooms competition last year. “Most 
of all, we wanted a warm and inviting house with a functional 
design. Just like the house on The Brady Bunch! Because to us,  
there is so much to love about mid-century homes.”

Sitting on the edge of a hill at the end of a cul-de-sac, with views 
of the city and the Tasman Bridge, the location was superb. The house, 
on the other hand, was ripe for a makeover. “It had been renovated 
in the ’80s and nothing had been maintained,” says Jane. “Yet the 
bones were good – the external stone and the home’s style, and the 
flat roof and many other modernist features we’re obsessed with.” >

KITCHEN Modern practicality prevails in the kitchen (top) despite it being a loving ode to retro style. An array of storage comes courtesy of American 
walnut cabinetry by Acclaim Kitchens & Cabinets. “I love the timber bulkhead above the island bench,” says Jane (pictured, with Stella). “I wanted 
something a little left-of-centre – and it provides added storage.” The apple-green splashback tiles from Academy Tiles were a serendipitous find by 
Jane during a trip to Melbourne. “I had this exact colour tile in mind and walked up and down [the suburb of] Richmond before I saw these,” she says. 
“As soon as I did, I said, ‘This is it!’” The mother-of-two loves the low-maintenance appeal of the Silestone benchtops in Lagoon, while a cluster of 
leather-and-walnut Erik Buch replica bar stools from Life Interiors is a magnet at mealtime. LIVING ROOM A sideboard (above) contains a miniature 
replica by McKean Studio in Sydney of an A-frame house in California’s Palm Springs. 

LIVING ROOM 
Adjacent to the kitchen, the  
living room is another inviting 
spot to take time out, thanks to  
a bespoke sofa from Angelucci 
20th Century and a replica 
Noguchi coffee table (for similar, 
try Chicicat). Finishing touches  
to this light-filled space include 
a framed print of ‘The Nosy 
Neighbors’ by Josh ‘Shag’ Agle 
from Outré Gallery and an 
eye-catching green-and-white 
‘Hedges’ cushion from Fenton 
& Fenton. A ‘Hawaiian Girl’ 
cushion (for similar, try Vavoom 
Emporium) picks up the tones  
of the ‘Flamingo’ cushion from 
Sparkk Shop at the other end of 
the sofa. The timber Modernica 
planter is from Luc Design.

“THE ISLAND BENCH IS great  
FOR casual PIZZA DINNERS WITH  
OTHER FAMILIES, OR FOR THE kids  

to SIT AT WHILE I’M COOKING” ~ JANE 
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PAINT
Wash & Wear  

Barrier Technology  
in Antique White USA, 

$74.95/4L, Dulux.
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< With Tasmanian building designer Gregory Eade engaged to 
revamp and extend the layout, Drew took charge of the works. 
Meanwhile, Jane focused on ensuring the home’s all-new interiors 
would embody the couple’s modernist vision. The family also stayed 
through the renovation. “We lived in the tiny original home as it 
was while we renovated and extended, setting up a temporary 
kitchen in the downstairs garage, and Drew and I slept in the living 
room for 12 months,” she says. “It wasn’t easy, but we’re pretty 
organised people and got through it really well.”

Flooded with light, the home’s cleverly reworked design features 
a luxe parents’ retreat at one end, a children’s wing at the other and 
an outdoors-oriented kitchen and living areas nestled in between. 
The warmth and organic texture of American walnut features 
prominently in almost every room, while vibrant accents of carefully 
selected colour and pattern play a key role in the realisation of Jane’s 
enduring, vintage-inspired dream. “Mid-century hues were really 
high on my priority list – chartreuse, teal and burnt orange,” she 
says. “A splash of wallpaper can make a huge impact as well.” 

Today, Jane and Drew have every reason to be proud of their 
handiwork. They have created a home that looks to the future while 
celebrating the past. “I’d like to think that we’ve paid tribute to the 
original home and era, which we love so much, yet created a very 
current home that works well for a family in the 21st century,” she 
says. “We’re thrilled with the result.”

SUNKEN LOUNGE ROOM “This area is probably more of a feature in a 1970s home than one from the ’50s or ’60s, but we just love it,” says Jane  
of the lounge area (top & above) that separates the kitchen from the main bedroom. “It makes this part of the house feel so warm and cosy, it’s 
probably my favourite spot in the whole home. If I’m here, it means I’m relaxing!” The lime-green sofa was custom-made by Jane’s builder-husband, 
Drew, using Warwick’s ‘Globe’ polyester in Herb, and is dotted with colourful cushions from Country Road, Luc Design and Orla Kiely (for similar,  
try Amara). A tiled feature wall of sandstone crazy pavers deserves an extra tick of approval, as does the shiplap timber ceiling cladding, and  
a soft-as-silk reindeer rug from Grey and Felt interiors which enhances the sense of comfort. The large artwork is ‘The Holmby Hills’ by Josh  
‘Shag’ Agle and the framed photographs are of Frank Sinatra and the Rat Pack, sourced from Photographers Gallery in Los Angeles.

WE LOVE...
marvellous mixes

For a stunning, retro-inspired look, 
be brave! Take a few design risks and 

mismatch large and small pieces. 
Jane has done just that by standing 

her sideboard on ultra-modern 
terrazzo flooring, and blending the 
form and colour of the decorative 
items. “In the mid-century, people 

did mix colours and patterns – there 
wasn’t any rhyme or reason to it, and 
I love that,” she says. “Don’t be afraid 
to incorporate the things you love and 

bring them together to make them 
work, because they always will.”  

“WE WENT TO MELBOURNE ON THE SPIRIT  
OF TASMANIA ON A massive buying  
trip. WE DID OUR RESEARCH FIRST,  

HIT THE GROUND RUNNING AND  
DID IT ALL IN five hours” ~ JANE 

LIVING ROOM 
Custom-made in American walnut – 
what else? – by Designs In Timber, 
the living-room sideboard provides 
a stylish display for a floral-themed 
‘Electra’ lamp from Retro Print 
Revival and a quirky flamingo from 
Funky Homes. “I just had to have this 
flamingo when I saw it,” admits Jane. 
However, it’s the framed Slim Aarons 
‘Penthouse Pool’ print that is one of 
her all-time favourite pieces. “What 
attracted me to it was the wonderful 
bathing cap the lady by the side of 
the pool is wearing,” says Jane. >
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THROW
Get the look with  

Pedro Vale pattern classic 
polka dots fleece blanket, 

$138/202cm x 154cm, Zazzle.

“IT’S A MATTER OF CHOOSING certain elements 
FROM THE MODERNIST ERA THAT ARE TIMELESS, BUT  

work with THE DECORATING STYLE OF TODAY” ~ JANE 

BATHROOM
For someone who happily declares 
she’s “certainly not a minimalist”, 
the monochrome palette of the 
family bathroom was a surprisingly 
restrained choice by Jane. Large-scale 
black gloss ‘Damier Noir’ tiles from 
Signorino guarantee a dramatic 
feature wall in the wash zone, while 
a pink-and-orange ‘Bunting’ bath 
sheet from Fenton & Fenton adds 
a requisite splash of colour against 
the Victoria & Albert ‘Barcelona’ 
freestanding bath (try Domayne)  
and Reece tapware. Planters from Luc 
Design house some lush greenery. >

MAIN BEDROOM
“Drew wasn’t scared away by  
this floral wallpaper!” says Jane, 
of the Orla Kiely ‘Striped Petal’ 
wallpaper in 110402 Graphite. 
“The way it complements the 
American walnut cabinetry is 
my favourite part of this room.” 
A ‘Colonel Mustard’ quilt cover 
set from Hunting For George 
continues the infusion of colour, 
while the flooring is Hycraft’s 
‘Ravine’ wool carpet in Pewter  
(for similar, try Godfrey Hirst).
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GET THE LOOK

retro vision
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LAUNDRY More American walnut cabinetry, together with a Silestone 
benchtop in Lagoon, reigns supreme in the laundry, and helps this 
room feel less like a working space and more like the rest of Jane  
and Drew’s home. “The round handles on the cupboards [and 
bathroom, opposite] were custom-made by an 80-year-old wood 
turner we found in the north of Tasmania,” says Jane. “It’s  
important to pay attention to smaller items such as the handles.”

Who lives here?
Jane and Drew, who run Drew Moore 

Constructions; their son, Oliver,  
10, and daughter, Stella, seven.

What are your tips for infusing a home 
with a modern mid-century vibe?

Jane: “Don’t be afraid of colour or pattern, 
and incorporate timber into the home – whether 

that is in a feature wall or as part of the  
kitchen. Timber brings so much warmth  

and that wonderful mid-century feel.”
Do you have any decorating no-nos?

“A room without any colour at all. I need to have 
some colour, even via a cushion or throw rug.”

What is your favourite colour?
“Mid-century green. Green really  

does bring the outside in.”
Who are your favourite designers?

“Orla Kiely – I love her patterns, they’re 
just beautiful. I also love Florence  

Broadhurst and Grant Featherston.”
What does happiness in a home mean to you?

“It means having a house that is full  
of people – friends and family. Just  

a place where everyone feels welcome.”

INSIDE STORY
JANE & DREW’S HOME

CONTACTS

Builder
Drew Moore, 

Drew Moore Constructions, 
0409 015 887, 

drewmooreconstructions.com.au.

Designer
Gregory Eade, 

Gregory Eade Building Design, 
(03) 6234 5507,  

gregoryeadesign.com.

BATHROOM
Drew made the green-and-white 
stool next to the custom-made 
American walnut vanity in the  
main bathroom. The basin and 
tapware both came from Reece, 
while Jane created the artwork  
– a stretched canvas using 
Marimekko fabric from Kiitos.

“WITH THE RIGHT AMOUNT 
OF research, OUR VISION 
WAS SO CLEAR RIGHT FROM 
THE OUTSET AND WE WERE 

EXTREMELY confident 
IN OUR CHOICES AND 

DECISIONS” ~ JANE

TILES
Matt penny round mosaic 
tiles in Black, $5.95/sheet 
of 240 tiles, Mosaic Tiles.

WALLPAPER
Orla Kiely ‘Classic Stem’ 

wallpaper in 110388 Olive, 
$158.40/10m roll, 

Removable Wallpaper.

CUSHION
‘Rasymatto’ cushion in 191, 
$85, Chee Soon & Fitzgerald.

Ground floor
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